
Villa in La Resina Golf Price: 1,895,000 EUR

Reference: 350-00163G  Bedrooms: 0  Bathrooms: 0  Plot Size: 0m  Build Size: 0m  Terrace: 0m2 2 2
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Location: Estepona
The Heights is a luxury development of 11 exclusive villas, set in a secure gated golf and country club estate. These 

fabulous homes are situated in a prime location, front line to the La Resina Golf Course.

Each villa has been meticulously designed blending contemporary architecture with sleek, modern interiors and smart, 

open layouts. You are guaranteed to enjoy wonderful views of the Mediterranean Sea thanks to the elevated position and 

vast glazed facades.

The Heights has been designed to maximise indoor-outdoor living. Natural light floods through every corner of the 

property and each living space has been carefully crafted to seamlessly flow from the stylish interior to the immense 

exterior terraces. Set on 2 floors, these spacious villas have double height ceilings in the living room, enhancing the 

sensation of space and light. The clever use of glass ensures that views across the garden and out towards the horizon are 

always free from obstruction.

If you love golf, you are in the right place! Enjoy practising your favourite sport in a beautiful setting. La Resina Golf is 

considered one of the best 9-holes on the Costa del Sol. It has magnificent tropical gardens and lush green landscapes. As 

well as La Resina Golf, there are an abundance of other courses to explore nearby. The famous Villa Padierna Golf is just a 

few minutes away, not to mention El Paraiso, Los Flamingos and Atalaya which are all in close proximity.

Situated within the Golden Triangle of the Costa del Sol, La Resina is only a few minutes from the stunning old town of 

Estepona and the upmarket resort of Marbella and Puerto Banús. Here you are guaranteed to enjoy life to the full. 

Indulge in celebrated Michelin Star restaurants, world famous beach clubs with all the shopping and leisure options you 

can think of. La Resina is well connected to 2 international airports on the coast. Gibraltar Airport can be reached within 

30 minutes and Malaga Airport just a 45 minute drive.
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